
When revisingWhen revising
you could doyou could do
the following:the following:  

Read through your books
If you do not understand something ask somebody
Choose the memory tricks that work best for you
Create posters to help you to organise information
Create cards with key points and practice 
Use past papers to practise answering questions 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.





MnemonicsMnemonics

Mnemonics help you to remember
by using short words that stand
for something to help you. Here is
a Mnemonic for REVISION 

Stands 
For
Something

Rest
Exercise
Variety 
Imagination
Structure
Individual 
Ongoing
Not too long



MindMind
MappingMapping



TimelinesTimelines



ChunkingChunking

Chunking is breaking up a big piece of information
into smaller chunks rather like steps in a ladder. It
can be used for numbers and words. Often students
use bullet points to break up information.

Try to remember this by
breaking it up into chunks:

The average person can take in
four numbers or words at a time,
can concentrate on revision for a
maximum of 45 minutes at a time
and remembers information best

shortly before bedtime. Chunked:
Remember 4 words/numbers at a time
Revision max 45 minutes
Remember best before bedtime



AssociationAssociation

Association helps a lot of people to remember, because it is much
more powerful when we use our imagination. The idea is to link
objects and ideas to each other in the craziest way possible.



Order - Sequence -Order - Sequence -  
Reading out Loud -Reading out Loud -
RecordingRecording    

Have a look through your
notes/books and order or
sequence the notes. Place them
in a logical sequence so you
can see how things progress.
You may find a more logical
way of seeing things.

Read your revision notes out
loud to a particular rhythm -
this could be set by music
playing in the background or
tapping your foot or by walking
calmly and steadily. This is a
sort of walk and talk. 

OR record onto your phone
and listen to it over and over
again. 

Order / SequenceOrder / Sequence Reading Out Loud /Reading Out Loud /
RecordingRecording

SequentialSequential  
Describes events in order or explains the steps
one must follow to do something or make
something!

First, second, next, last, another,
then, finally, after that, beforeSignal WordsSignal Words



Questions andQuestions and
Post-itsPost-its  

Ask questions before you revise
anything. Think about the topic
to be studied and take some
time out to think about the
questions you would like to
have someone answer for you.
Write them down and as you
read through your notes jot
down any answers you find.

Write information on post-it
notes and place them on the
wall, door, large sheets of
paper etc. You can then
rearrange them according to a
variety of ideas:

QuestionsQuestions Post-itsPost-its

The brain likes looking for
answers. Go and get help for
any answers you do not find.

Group various things together
Organise them into what you know
and don't know - rearrange as you
learn more
Follow trends or themes



HighlightersHighlighters

Highlighters /Highlighters /
UnderliningUnderlining

As you read through your notes
use different coloured
highlighters to pick out key
words/themes/ideas/points etc.
You could try a different colour
for each theme or topic.

There are revision websites
where you can read revision
notes and highlight as you go.
You can use very small post-its
to highlight things as you go
along.

As you read through the
work in your exercise book
underline key words.
You could come up with a
predicted list before you start
or you could make a list of
the key words at the end.
You could underline in
different colours, patterns or
lines like wiggly, thick etc.

UnderliningUnderlining



Study /Study /
Revision CardsRevision Cards  



FoldablesFoldables  



Tier 2 ExamTier 2 Exam
LanguageLanguage

It is important to understand the key words used by examiners. Listed below are a
number of key words and phrases which often are used on exam papers.

Account for

Analyse

Compare

Comment on

Concise

Contrast 

Describe

Discuss

Explain

explain the causes of

divide into parts and describe each part

show similarities

explain why something is important

short and brief

show differences

illustrate

give both side of an argument and
then your opinion

make clear, give details

Do lots of
past papers



Be You!Be You!

Re-write the topic in your own
words.

 
Find out why you are learning it

- then make it interesting for
you.

Once you have learned
something give yourself a treat.
Go out with some friends for an
hour, watch TV but only once you
have reached your revision
target.

Reward YourselfReward YourselfMake it Your OwnMake it Your Own



RevisionRevision
TipsTips



Helpful TipsHelpful Tips
On the DayOn the Day

Make sure you have everything
you need:

Make the most of your short
term memory.

Learn the 10 most important
facts whilst waiting to go into the
exam and write them down as
soon as you are allowed to pick
up a pen.

Pens, pencils (spare or
sharpener)
Ruler
Calculator if needed and
allowed (spare battery)
A black pen you can write
with quickly, comfortably
and legibly



In the ExamIn the Exam

Read:Read:
Divide the time appropriately between
the number of questions you have to
do and watch the clock to stick to this
(there will be some questions which
are worth more marks and you need
to spend more time on).
Do not panic if you run out of time -
but make sure you round off your
answer even if facts are missing -
conclusions are worth a lot. Always
use time for the questions worth more
marks.
Make sure you answer all the
questions, e.g. turn over!!

The instructions.
All of the questions before you
choose which to do (remember what
your teachers told you about this).
Each question carefully.
Your answers back - check your
spelling, punctuation and grammer -
especially for the questions where
you get marked on this

Time yourself:Time yourself:



Revision Top Tips:Revision Top Tips:
Use a copy of the set texts (Romeo &
Juliet, An Inspector Calls, A
Christmas Carol) to revise as the
exams are closed book.
Revise early and often - don't leave it
all until the last minute. Start now
and revise regularly. 
Use websites such as Sparknotes,
BBC Bitesize and online newspapers
when revising. 
Consider buying a revision guide for
the set text you find most difficult -
don't waste your money buying all of
them if you think you won't need
them.

Use flashcards to help remember language/structure
techniques, key quotations, the ways to use different
punctuation, relationships between characters etc. 
Practice planning for the writing questions by creating
plans for letters/articles/speeches etc. in under 5
minutes. 
Use poetry anthologies to practise the unseen poetry
skills by looking at the love and relationships cluster
poems (which we aren't using!)
Practice makes perfect - complete practise questions
for all exam papers, and time yourself when completing
them. 
Read as many examples of non-fiction texts as you can -
this will help you to recognise them but also will help
when writing your own. 
Create character profiles for main characters in Romeo
& Juliet, An Inspector Calls and A Christmas Carol -
these will help you memorise key quotations and the
characters' roles in the stories. 

Ways to revise:Ways to revise:

English TopEnglish Top
TipsTips



Maths TopMaths Top
TipsTips
Time managementTime management

You have 90 minutes for 80 marks.
1 mark = 1 minute 
Some time left over at the end to check.
If you are spending 3 minutes on a 1 mark question, there will be an
easier method.
Likewise, if you spend 1 minute on a 6 marker, you've probably missed
something. 

Underline key words and informationUnderline key words and information
Wordy questions can be daunting. 
Underline key information to help you pick out the things you need. 
Cross out any red herrings - for example, information in a table that
you're not going to need.
Tick each piece of information off as you use it so you don't miss
anything out. 

Write neatlyWrite neatly
The easier you make it for the examiner to read your answers, the more
marks you could obtain.
Lay out each step of your working clearly and include units where
necessary. 

"Diagram not drawn accurately""Diagram not drawn accurately"
Rulers and protractors will be of no use here. 
You will need to use angle reasoning, area and volume formulae,
trigonometry or circle theorems to help you answer those questions.

Don't cross out your working!Don't cross out your working!
......Unless you've got something better to replace it with.
Crossed out working cannot be marked. You are better off leaving
incorrect working there and gaining one or two marks than gaining none.

Answer everythingAnswer everything
Again, you are better off leaving incorrect working there and gaining one
or two marks than gaining none.
Why not have a go at that really hard question at the back? I bet you
know some maths you can use for it.

Check your working!Check your working!
If you finish early......Check your working out.
Don't just sit looking at the wall.
This doesn't mean just look at your answers, go over every step of your
working to make sure you haven't made any silly mistakes with times
tables or negatives.

KeywordsKeywords
Estimate = This means work out roughly by rounding the numbers to one significant figure.

Explain = Tell the examiner how you got your answer or how you know your answer is correct.

Construct = This is another way of saying 'draw accurately' using mathematical equipment.

Calculate = This does not mean use a calculator, it means 'work out' (and show your working!)

Complete = This usually means to fill in a data table or to fill in gaps.

Solve = This means to work out the value of something; usually a variable in an algebraic equation.

Simplify = This is the process of making something simpler, e.g. algebra or a fraction.



RevisionRevision
TimetableTimetable

Revision: To get started.....Revision: To get started.....
Get all the equipment you need ready
Make sure the room you are working in is
comfortable and quiet 
Turn off the TV!
Leave your phone outside the room 
Set an alarm clock for the 20/30 minutes
Go! Make it quality!!!
When the alarm bell rings finish the bit you are
on - unless you are making fantastic progress
and want to do another 10/15 minutes
Go and have a lovely cup of tea

What you did - revision strategy (notes, YouTube,
website, poster, revision guide, practice paper)
How you felt it went - add your face 

      Finally - record.....

Plan your Time!Plan your Time!


